[Analysis of spectral performance of varied-doping GaAs photocathodes].
For a quantitative analysis of the effect of varied doping structure on the quantum efficiency of cathode, two kinds of reflective gradient doping GaAs photocathode samples were designed and grown respectively. After activation, the dynamic spectral response curves of the two samples were obtained. The spectral response curves were transformed into quantum efficiency curves. The quantum efficiency curves in different wavebands were fit, and the varied doping coefficient K that reflects the contribution of the varied doping structure to the cathode quantum efficiency was obtained. Results show that, the functional effects of the same material varied doping structure responding to the incident photon of different wavebands are different from each other. The same is true for the different material varied doping structures responding to the same waveband incident photon. The fundamental reasons for these differences are that the positions and the intensities of the inside electric fields which build within the materials under different varied doping structures are different from each other. It offers an effective analysis means to evaluate the structure performance of cathodes grown under different doping ways, and has great value for the study on optimization design of cathode varied doping structure.